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Solution-processed networks of 2D nanosheets are promising for a range of applications in the 

field of printed electronics. However, the electrical performance of these networks – 

represented for example by the mobility – is usually inferior to that of the individual 

nanosheets. In this Review, we highlight the central role that the inter-sheet junctions play in 

determining the electrical characteristics of such networks. After briefly reviewing ink 

formulation and printing methods, we use a selection of electronic applications as examples to 

demonstrate the dependence of network conductivity on network morphology. We show the 

network morphology to be heavily influenced by the deposition method, the post-treatment 

regime and the nanosheet properties. In turn, the morphology of the network fundamentally 

determines the properties of the inter-sheet junctions, which ultimately control the electrical 

performance of the network. We use reported electrical data to show that three main conduction 

regimes exist: the network conductivity can be limited by the junctions, by a combination of 

junction and material properties or, very rarely, by the material properties. Using a meta-

analysis of published data, we propose simple models relating network conductivity and 

mobility to the junction resistance. 

Summary: While solution-processed networks of 2D materials are often electrically limited by 

the junctions between nanosheets, this property is rarely reported and poorly understood. Here 

we review the macroscopic electrical properties of printed 2D networks with a focus on inter-

sheet junctions. 
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[H1] Introduction  

2D materials have been intensively studied in recent years.1,2 The field originated with the 

isolation of graphene, then expanded to hexagonal (h-)BN and transition metal dichalcogenides 

(TMDs) before exploding to include thousands of 2D materials.3 These materials have 

interesting electronic and optoelectronic properties that have led to a range of devices based on 

single nanosheets, including transistors,3-5 light-emitting diodes,6-8  photovoltaic devices,9,10 

capacitors,11,12 and memory devices.13,14 

2D materials can be fabricated in large quantities as micron-sized nanosheets dispersed in 

liquids.15 Such dispersions can be printed into thin films16 suitable for applications17 that range 

from energy storage to sensing and of course electronics. The possibility to incorporate 2D 

materials in solution-processed devices, combined with their electronic diversity, makes these 

materials ideal for printed electronics,18 a field of application where low-cost and large-area 

fabrication can be more important than exceptional device performance. 

The key to the solution processing of 2D materials is liquid exfoliation, a set of processes 

by which layered materials can be converted to liquid-dispersed nanosheets.19 Such dispersions 

are the basis of nanosheet inks that are easily deposited by a range of printing technologies to 

form nanosheet networks.17 These networks consist of disordered arrays of nanosheets that are 

somewhat aligned in-plane, can cover large areas, and display distinct properties such as 

porosity and connectivity.20 Network deposition by printing has been a crucial driver of device 

prototyping, as it offers versatility in device design, good reproducibility, and the ability to 

form complex heterostructures composed of multiple nanosheet networks. 

In-plane aligned networks of nanosheets have a geometry well-suited to thin-film 

formation. Unlike nanotube networks, adjacent nanosheets can interact conformally over large 

areas, leading to effective inter-sheet charge transfer. In contrast to nanoparticle arrays, the 

lack of dangling bonds on the nanosheet basal plane minimises the need for passivation and 

reduces the propensity for charge trapping. The great diversity across the 2D family of 

materials enables the printing of conducting, semiconducting, dielectric and electrochemically 

active networks, which has led to the demonstration of a number of devices including 

transistors,21,22 photodetectors,23,24 capacitors25,26 and supercapacitors.27-29 

However, the performance of devices based on nanosheet networks is generally inferior to 

that of devices using individual nanosheets.21 This discrepancy in performance is believed to 

arise from reductions in carrier mobility associated with the transfer of charge across inter-
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sheet junctions. As in 0D30 and 1D31 systems, junctions can lead to parasitic resistances that 

can be significantly higher than the resistance of the individual constituents.32 This effect can 

be highly inconsistent: the reported MoS2 network conductivity varies by 105 among 

papers21,23,33, presumably owing to variations in junction quality. Although improvements in 

specific devices have been achieved, there is comparatively little discussion on the fundamental 

role that inter-sheet junctions play in mediating the network properties. However, enough data 

is now available on nanosheet networks to draw useful inferences about the nature of the inter-

sheet junctions and their impact on the electrical properties of network-based devices.  

Several recent reviews have covered ink formulation and deposition techniques in detail, 

with some discussion of printed devices.19,34-37 Here, we review the electrical properties of 

printed nanosheet networks, focusing on the effect of the inter-sheet junctions. We begin by 

briefly discussing solution-based exfoliation, ink formulation and printing methods. We then 

survey a selection of nanosheet-network devices, discussing how the morphology of such 

networks affects the electrical properties via inter-sheet junctions. Finally, we distil this 

information into a basic analysis of the conduction mechanisms that are present in these 

systems. In the interests of brevity, we focus on 2D materials produced by liquid-phase 

exfoliation or related methods and exclude devices based on graphene oxide, except where 

instructive. 

[H1] Exfoliation and ink formulations  

2D nanosheets can be liquid-exfoliated using many scalable techniques. Several industrial 

processes including high-shear mixing,38-40 wet-jet milling,41,42 and microfluidisation43,44 have 

been used to exfoliate layered crystals, but the most common solution-based exfoliation 

methods are liquid-phase exfoliation (LPE) and electrochemical exfoliation. These techniques 

produce nanosheets with contrasting properties that can impact device performance. 

[H2] Liquid-phase exfoliation 

Through ultrasonication or high-shear exfoliation,15,19,45 layered crystals can be exfoliated in 

solution to yield polydisperse nanosheets in certain solvents, aqueous surfactants or polymeric 

solutions.15,46-49 The strength of this technique lies in its ability to exfoliate a wide range of 

layered materials including graphite, h-BN, metal chalcogenides and beyond.50 Exfoliation 

involves the delamination and fragmentation of nanosheets from the bulk crystal (Figure 1a) 

and yields nanosheets that are hundreds of nanometres in size and typically 1–20 layers 

thick.47,48,50 Mechanistic studies have revealed that the average nanosheet length, <LNS>, and 
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layer number, <N>, are coupled variables (Figure 1b) related through nanosheet 

mechanics.50,51 Liquid-exfoliated nanosheets are polydisperse, but can be size-selected by 

centrifugation (Figure 1c) to give fractions with narrowed length and thickness distributions 

and increased monolayer yields.52 The quality of the starting crystal can influence the electrical 

properties in the monolayer limit53, with good-quality starting materials yielding relatively 

defect-free nanosheets with narrow photoluminescence linewidths.52 

[H2] Electrochemical exfoliation 

Nanosheets can also be exfoliated by electrochemically intercalating ions into the bulk crystal  

to widen the inter-sheet distance (Figure 1a). This strategy lowers the energetic cost of 

exfoliation, facilitating delamination immediately following intercalation55 or during 

subsequent bath sonication.56 Electrochemical exfoliation typically yields thin, large-area 

nanosheets, but often introduces basal-plane defects.56,57 Lithium is a commonly used 

intercalant, but doping58 or instigation of semiconducting-to-metallic phase transitions are 

common side effects.59,60 Larger ions can avoid such transitions, but the exfoliation yield  

depends on both the intercalant size and the inter-planar spacing of the material being 

exfoliated.61 The delamination of predominantly large-area, mono-layer nanosheets is 

advantageous, as each nanosheet has approximately the same bandgap and can be highly 

flexible. However, because techniques such as inkjet printing have a limit on the maximum 

particle size,16 a subsequent ultrasonication step may be required to generate nanosheets small 

enough to print.16,62 

[H2] Ink refinement 

Solution-based exfoliation yields dispersions that are easily converted to inks via rheological 

refinements.19,37,63 To refine a dispersion into an ink, the nanosheets need to be size-optimized 

for a given deposition technique, and the solvent must be rheologically tuned to the material, 

deposition technique, and substrate using additives such as polymeric binders, solvents, and/or 

surfactants (Figure 1c).17 Although some solvents are usable without rheological 

tuning,16,17,23,25 they are often toxic, require high-temperature annealing, or need surface-

energy modification for compatibility with a given substrate. Alcohols are desirable solvents 

owing to their low boiling point and low toxicity, but often need refinement using binary 

solvent blends64,65 or polymeric stabilisers.54,65-68 In addition, the transfer of the nanosheets 

from a solvent with a high boiling point such as N-Methyl-2-Pyrrolidone (NMP) can be 

performed to ensure stability in an alcohol.21,27,69,70 Water-based inks have also been reported, 
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with the surface energy and viscosity tuned through surfactant and polymeric additives to 

create inks suitable for deposition by inkjet printing,26,27,62,63,71 screen printing,72-74 and spray 

coating.22,73,74 

For techniques such as screen or flexographic printing that require high-viscosity inks, the 

viscosity can be increased through the addition of polymers or high-viscosity solvents,66,74 or 

simply by increasing the nanosheet concentration.54,75 Above a critical nanosheet 

concentration, the viscosity of the dispersion increases rapidly,76 allowing viscosity tuneability 

while minimizing the quantity of additives. High nanosheet concentrations are often achieved 

using a single centrifugation step to remove only the largest unexfoliated particles, meaning 

these inks contain a wide distribution of nanosheet lengths and thicknesses.77,78 Post-processing 

can be minimized for binder-free inks, but retaining a polymer within the printed network can 

result in greater network cohesion40,77 and substrate adhesion77, so the ink formulation should 

be selected with both deposition method and final application in mind.  

[H1] Printing nanosheet networks 

Advances in printed electronics have provided a wealth of techniques for printing nanosheet 

networks.17,19,79 Here, we divide the printing methods into those that require concentrated (>30 

g L-1) and dilute (<5 g L-1) inks, which broadly correspond to contact and non-contact 

deposition, respectively. 

[H2] Contact deposition 

The contact deposition techniques that have been reported tend to require medium-to-high 

viscosity inks that are applied directly to the substrate. Screen printing,35,54,80 blade 

coating,45,67,81 and continuous roll-to-roll processes82,83 have successfully used either stencil-

based or intaglio patterning to create continuous networks in a single deposition. Owing to its 

low complexity and cost, much work has focused on screen printing, achieving pattern 

resolutions of ~100 m.84 The high-viscosity requirement saw early inks laden with polymeric 

binders, but recent work has moved towards binder-free inks in which high viscosities are 

reached with high-concentration inks (>50 g L-1),74,85 reducing the need for high-temperature 

annealing. The resultant networks tend to be thick (>10 m) and the interfaces between 

successive prints can be rough,78 which may preclude sequential layering of discrete materials. 

However, blade coating can be used to create networks with highly aligned nanosheets when 

the ink is optimized.81 Although reports are few, gravure and flexographic processes offer high 

throughput at a higher resolution (down to 20 m) and considerably lower thicknesses (~1 m). 
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A high-throughput process can require litre-scale volumes of ink17, highlighting the importance 

of scalable exfoliation methods. 

[H2] Non-contact deposition 

Several non-contact techniques including spray coating,17,21,75 inkjet printing,25,86,87 and aerosol 

jet printing65,71,88 have been harnessed to deposit low-viscosity nanosheet-based inks. As each 

of these techniques is nozzle-based, the ink concentration needs to be carefully optimised to 

prevent blockages, with most inks in the range of 1–3 g L-1. In contrast to the blanket deposition 

of the spray coating method, inkjet and aerosol-jet printing are direct-write, low-waste 

processes with high resolution (feature sizes down to 10 m), which makes them attractive for 

prototyping novel materials for which low masses are available. Aerosol-jet printing offers a 

wide tolerance in ink rheology and improved resolution compared to inkjet printing, but it is a 

relatively nascent technology. Conversely, inkjet printing has been the most frequently 

reported printing method, as the hardware and procedures have already been established for 

printed organic materials.89-91 Other non-patternable, dilute-ink deposition methods such as 

drop casting,92-94 spin coating,95-97 Langmuir–Blodgett deposition,33,98,99 layer-by-layer 

deposition,29,100 and liquid–liquid interface assembly101 have also been reported, each giving a 

different network morphology. 

There are several challenges associated with non-contact deposition processes. First, as 

droplets evaporate, the nanosheets are driven towards the droplet edge resulting in non-uniform 

films (the coffee-ring effect).102 This effect can be counteracted by inducing surface tension 

gradients using surfactants71 or binary solvents103 to recirculate the internal flow, or by using a 

porous substrate where solvent penetration occurs much faster than evaporation or particle 

migration.104 Second, the low ink concentration means the networks are rarely continuous and 

often poorly conductive after a single print, with pinholes evident even after several 

prints.23,25,26,71 Although this issue can be addressed using multiple printing passes,  the 

thickness per pass can be smaller than 10 nm per pass,105 meaning many passes may be required 

to create a continuous network. Nonetheless, the identification and management of such 

challenges has enabled the realization of a multitude of printed nanosheet-network devices. 

[H1] Nanosheet networks and their applications  

When nanosheets are deposited on a substrate, they form networks consisting of disordered 

arrays of nanosheets with considerable porosity and some degree of in-plane alignment.74 

Within these networks, the nanosheets are connected via junctions at the locations where 
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adjacent nanosheets are in close proximity, separated only by a narrow van der Waals gap. 

Importantly, this means that electrical conduction through the network is partially limited by 

the hopping or tunneling of charge carriers across these junctions.106,107  

Although the charge transport mechanisms in these networks are not yet understood, 

temperature-dependent conductivity measurements have begun to reveal which transport 

regimes may be present. For example, magnetotransport measurements at various temperatures 

on MXene networks led to the identification of variable-range hopping between individual 

MXene sheets as the primary transport mechanism.106 However, the field is relatively young, 

and comprehensive microscopic mechanistic studies are not widespread. As a result, as with 

nanotube and nanowire networks,108-112 conduction in nanosheet networks is usually analyzed 

at a mesoscopic level via resistor networks, where resistances are assigned to the nanosheet 

and the junction.20,111  

In a network with a single conductive path (highlighted in grey in Fig. 2a), the 

movement of a charge carrier between two nanosheets is always accompanied by passage 

across a junction, such that the conductive path can be considered as an arrangement of in-

series pairs of resistances representing the nanosheet (RNS) and the junction (RJ). This means 

the network resistance should depend on RJ+ RNS.113,114 The relative magnitude of RNS and RJ 

then determines whether the nanosheet resistance or the junction resistance is the limiting 

factor for the network conductivity. Whereas the nanosheet resistance is a material-dependent 

property, the morphological details of the junction determine the effective inter-sheet 

resistance, which significantly impacts the network mobility. 

The junction resistance has been explored using conductive atomic force microscopy 

to measure steps in resistance as the tip is moved across junctions between pairs of 

nanotubes31,112,115 or nanosheets32,116 (Figure 2a, inset). Similarly, patterned electrodes have 

been used to directly compare internal nanowire or nanosheet resistances with the resistance 

across the inter-wire108,117,118 or inter-sheet junction.119 These studies all show a well-defined 

junction resistance that, for conducting nanomaterials, can be orders of magnitude larger than 

the intra-tube or intra-sheet resistance.  

In addition to networks consisting of a single material, one can envisage heterostructure 

devices printed from combinations of conducting, semiconducting and insulating networks. 

The interface between discrete networks is of importance for such devices; for example, for 

photovoltaic applications, interfacial recombination losses can be significant.120,121  
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Efficient electronic conduction within the network is usually key to device performance 

and is closely linked to the network morphology. In this section, we discuss some applications 

that demonstrate the importance of network structure, grouped according to the electronic 

characteristics of the active material. 

[H2] Conductive networks  

Graphene has been the focus of an enormous amount of application-based investigations. The 

reported applications typically require a reasonable conductivity, and much has been published 

on the use of graphene networks as static electrodes,23,25,71,122 flexible electrodes,123-125 

transparent conductors,126,127 antennae,74,128 electromagnetic shields,129,130 

supercapacitors131,132, gas sensors132-135 and biosensors.136-138 However, the low density of 

states around the neutrality point limits the conductivity owing to the relatively low carrier 

density (the conductivity of graphene networks is explored further in the following sections).  

The exploration of metallic alternatives such as VS2 and VSe2
139-142 and the 1T 

polymorphs of some TMDs such as MoS2
143-146 has now begun in earnest, but it is the growing 

family of transition metal carbide and nitride ceramics, MXenes, that has seen the greatest 

amount of investigations.147,148 MXenes show a network conductivity that far surpasses that of 

graphene81,148,149, and has been exploited in applications such as transparent electrodes and 

electromagnetic interference (EMI) shielding.150-154 

[H3] Example application: EMI shielding. EMI shielding is a particularly useful application 

for comparing conductive networks, as the shielding effectiveness includes reflective and 

absorptive components, which both depend on network conductivity.156 The EMI shielding 

effectiveness for a range of materials and thicknesses is plotted in Figure 2b. A high EMI 

shielding effectiveness  at low thickness is desirable for reasons of weight and cost (Table S1). 

2D systems are vastly superior to most 1D systems at low thickness and, although carbon-

based shields can outperform some common metals, MXenes now in turn outperform 

them.81,151,154,156-158  

Networks of highly aligned MXenes show good shielding effectiveness at very low 

network thickness, partly due to high conductivities. For example, networks of large, thin 

MXene nanosheets with high in-plane alignment81 (Figure 2b, point in the red circle) lead to 

a large interfacial area that minimises the junction resistance, yielding a conductivity larger 

than 106 S m-1. Beyond conductivity, microstructural effects associated with porosity (Figure 
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2b, point in the blue circle) have been shown155 to yield EMI shielding effectivenesses far 

beyond those predicted by theory. 

[H2] Dielectric networks 

Although most papers on nanosheet networks focus on electrical rather than dielectric 

properties, insulating components are a critical part of any electronic architecture. Reports on 

dielectric networks began with boron nitride, but networks composed of montmorillonite,159 

titania,100 and bismuth oxychloride160 nanosheets have also been explored. Such networks have 

enabled the development of vertical heterostructures such as parallel-plate capacitors25,161 and 

field-effect transistors.26,88 Several studies have used the capacitor structure as a test bed for 

probing dielectric networks. 

[H3] Example application: capacitors. A number of reports have investigated printed 

capacitors consisting of vertically stacked heterostructures such as 

graphene/BN/graphene.25,162,163 High areal capacitances are achieved by maximizing the 

dielectric constant (a material property) and minimizing the dielectric thickness (a network 

property). To avoid pinholes, spatial continuity in thin networks is crucial.23,164 The lowest 

thickness at which a continuous (pinhole-free) dielectric network is formed for several 

materials is shown in Figure 2c, along with their respective dielectric constants (also listed in 

Table S2). The lowest continuous network thickness clearly depends on the deposition 

technique and varies across four orders of magnitude. Screen printing creates continuous 

networks more than 10 m thick165, whereas inkjet printing,26,165 aerosol-jet printing,88 and 

spray coating25,88 create continuous networks with a thickness of 1–2 m. The thinnest 

networks are those created through layer-by-layer159,161,166 or electrophoretic167 deposition, 

where continuity can be achieved at thicknesses smaller than 20 nm. Although these methods 

do not allow patterning, the demonstration that continuous networks can be achieved at such 

low thicknesses is important. 

That the same material can yield discontinuous networks with one deposition method 

yet continuous networks with another highlights the importance of network morphology. The 

layer-by-layer technique compacts the nanosheets into a tightly tiled network with low 

porosity. Forming such thin pinhole-free networks with non-contact deposition is far more 

challenging, as using dilute inks leads to nanosheet migration70,71,167,168 and redispersion can 

occur when sequential layers are deposited.71 The lowest continuous thickness for direct-write 

methods clusters between 1 and 2 m, higher than that achievable with electrophoretic or layer-
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by-layer deposition. Interestingly, identical ink formulation and deposition methods yield 

continuous network thicknesses of ~1 m for BN26 but ~100 nm for WS2,
71 indicating that as-

yet unidentified factors may play a role. The degree to which the network morphology is 

tunable within a given deposition method remains an open question.  

[H2] Semiconducting networks 

A key selling point of the layered-crystal materials family is its diversity, which provides 

access to a wide range of semiconductors without the purification or selectivity steps needed 

for 0D and 1D materials.169 Layered semiconductors are well suited for optoelectronic 

applications as they possess bandgaps ranging from 0.3 eV for black phosphorous170 to ~3 eV 

for MoO3.
171 Networks created from semiconducting nanosheets typically show in-plane 

mobilities in the range 10-2–10 cm2 V-1 s-1, which have allowed them to be utilised in 

photodetectors,23,172,173 transistors21,24,101 and memory devices.22,71 LPE-based TMDs such as 

MoS2 and WS2 have also been utilized as the light-absorbing174-176 and hole transport layers in 

photovoltaic applications,174-176 with WS2 demonstrating a performance similar to that of  

PEDOT:PSS.177,178 For applications such as photovoltaics, the out-of-plane conductivity needs 

to be evaluated, as it is expected to be much lower than the in-plane-conductivity.20 For 

example, in liquid-phase exfoliated MoS2 films, in-plane33 conductivities of ~10-6 S/m can be 

contrasted with out-of-plane99 values of ~10-10 S/m.  

[H3] Example application: thin-film transistors. The demonstration of a transistor based on a 

printed nanosheet network was always an important goal, but effectively modulating the 

current initially proved challenging. To be competitive with organic and carbon-nanotube 

(CNT) devices,179,180 a printed transistor should have on:off ratios bigger than 106 with a 

mobility of at least 10 cm2 V-1 s-1. The on:off ratio vs network mobility for a range of printed 

nanosheet networks is shown in Figure 2d, with the range of values for state-of-the-art organic 

and CNT networks shown for reference (see also Table S3). Semiconducting TMDs display a 

broad range of on:off ratios and mobilities.21,22,101,181-183 Interestingly, networks composed of 

liquid-phase exfoliated  nanosheets tend to show lower mobilities and on:off ratios than those 

created by electrochemical exfoliation. Although there have been several demonstrations of 

printed graphene transistors26,27,63,65 with mobilities up to 150 cm2 V-1 s-1, these devices are 

naturally impeded by the low on:off ratios associated with semimetals.  

[H3] Mobility and conduction regimes. It is becoming clear that the variation in network 

mobility shown in Figure 2d is strongly linked to network morphology. For example, Figure 
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2e shows a scanning electron microscope image of a spray-coated, liquid-phase exfoliated 

TMD network.21 Here, the nanosheets were size-selected to remove thin nanosheets and reduce 

the variation in local bandgaps across the network. This procedure leads to thick (<tNS>~12 

nm) and rigid nanosheets that, once deposited into a network, form a jammed system184 of 

obliquely aligned nanosheets with high porosity (PNet~0.5) resulting in point-like contacts 

between the nanosheets. The overlap area between the basal planes is therefore small, 

generating high junction resistances and low mobilities of ~0.1 cm2 V-1 s-1.  

Such low network mobilities mean thick films are needed to yield appreciable currents, 

which results in low on:off ratios, as the current is only modulated in a small region near the 

semiconductor/dielectric interface.173 One solution to this problem is to use a liquid electrolyte 

that penetrates the porous free-volume of the network to electrochemically gate all parts of the 

channel.21,22,65,173,182 Although this approach overcomes the problems associated with high 

junction resistances, it would be preferable to enhance the network mobility by changing the 

nature of the junctions.  

Improvements in the network morphology have been delivered in two recent reports 

using electrochemical exfoliation coupled with different network formation techniques. The 

first paper101 presented a predominantly bilayer (<tNS>~2 nm) MoS2 network, obtained by 

using the surface-energy gradient along a liquid–liquid interface to compact the nanosheets 

into an edge-aligned network (Figure 2f). Although the edge–edge interfaces between the 

nanosheets are small in area, the dense packing of the nanosheets (~90%) appears to reduce the 

junction resistance sufficiently to allow the electrostatic gating of the network, resulting in a 

network mobility of 0.7 cm2 V-1 s-1.  

In the second paper59, nanosheet alignment was obtained by spin-coating thin 

electrochemically exfoliated nanosheets (<tNS>~3.8 nm) to create highly aligned networks 

(Figure 2g). Here, a high basal-plane alignment leads to large-area junctions where adjacent 

nanosheets conform to each other, significantly enhancing the inter-sheet charge transfer. This 

leads to network mobilities of ~10 cm2 V-1 s-1, close to those measured for the individual 

nanosheets (11 cm2 V-1 s-1), suggesting that the junction resistance has been reduced to the 

point where electronic conduction is determined by the properties of the nanosheets rather than 

those of the junctions. Following a related protocol185, it was confirmed that networks of large 

and thin MoS2 nanosheets (<tNS>~2.3 nm) can show mobilities of 10 cm2 V-1 s-1. It is worth 

noting that in both works59,185 chemical post-treatments were applied to the networks, which 

could affect the junction properties. However, printed networks of thin electrochemically 
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exfoliated NbSe2 nanosheets created without a chemical post-treatment step were recently 

demonstrated119, yielding large-area, conformal junctions and very low junction resistances of 

less than 500 , showing that chemical treatment is not required to achieve low junction 

resistance. 

These developments allow us to propose a number of conduction regimes: junction-

limited conduction (where RJ >>RNS), material-limited conduction (where RJ <<RNS), and a 

possible combination of both (where RJ ~RNS). As the networks in Figures 2e and f show 

mobilities well below those of the nanosheets, they are at least partially limited by junctions, 

whereas the network in Figure 2g is probably in the material-limited regime. Drawing 

distinctions between these conduction regimes is important for device reproducibility and 

optimization. 

The dependence of the junction resistance on the network’s properties is illustrated in 

Figure 3. 

[H1] Factors influencing inter-sheet junctions  

The variation of mobility described above shows the impact of the network morphology on 

the conductivity of nanosheet networks. In this section, we explore the relationship between 

the network morphology and conductivity by examining data for a range of graphene networks.  

The evolution of graphene network conductivities obtained over time for the two most 

frequently reported deposition methods, inkjet printing and screen printing, is shown in Figure 

3a (see also Table S4). Other methods such as blade coating,45,82,186 aerosol-jet printing,40,65,197 

filtration,38,198 spin coating,96,98 and gravure83,96,199 have also been used to deposit to graphene, 

but the data are too sparse to draw generalized conclusions. However, inks formulated for 

screen printing are very similar to those used in blade coating and flexographic and gravure 

printing, and often result in conductivities in a similar range (~104 S m-1).45,82,83,200 Although it 

is clear that network conductivities have improved over time, trending toward the graphitic 

basal-plane conductivity (~106 S m-1 Ref. 201), there is a broad distribution of values, ranging 

from 102 to 105 S m-1. In addition, the screen-printed networks cluster higher in conductivity, 

with a median value of 4.3104 S m-1, than the inkjet-printed networks, with a median 

conductivity of 5.5103 S m-1. 

One source of this spread in conductivities is the fact that different inks are used for 

different deposition techniques: inkjet-printable inks are typically dilute (<3 g L-1)20,70,189 with 
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nanosheet lengths smaller than 400 nm,23,25,71 whereas screen-printable inks are high-loading 

(>50 g L-1)62,79, have a broad length distribution and often include a polymer binder.77 Binder-

free inks have been developed for both deposition techniques23,27,74,85 to avoid annealing and 

minimise residuals in the final networks. Although a lack of residuals in the printed networks 

should result in a higher conductivity, the conductivity is not maximised for such inks 

(diamond symbols in Figure 3a), meaning both ink optimisation and post-processing are 

necessary to achieve high-performance networks. 

 Although the network morphology is affected by the deposition technique, this effect 

is difficult to evaluate because most as-printed networks undergo some post-processing that 

improves the network characteristics by modifying its morphology. One significant difference 

in deposition techniques is the deposited mass; the low droplet volume in inkjet printing creates 

networks that are typically tens of nanometres thick, whereas screen-printed networks tend to 

be tens of microns thick. However, the fact that the conductivities of inkjet-printed and screen-

printed inks have begun to overlap implies that combining an optimised ink formulation with 

post-treatment can alleviate unwanted deposition effects. Different processing routes typically 

result in visible differences in the final networks: Figure 3b shows a porous inkjet-printed 

network with a relatively low conductivity (~3000 S m-1 Ref. 23) alongside a calendered 

(compressed) screen-printed network with a relatively high conductivity (~43,000 S m-1 Ref. 

85). Whereas the nanosheets are distinct in the inkjet-printed network, they coalesce under the 

compression of the screen-printed network, which leaves them less distinguishable.  

The continuous increase in conductivity shown in Figure 3a has largely been achieved 

through post-processing techniques and tailoring of the nanosheet dimensions. We discuss such 

techniques and their effect on network morphology below. 

[H2] Post-processing: thermal annealing 

Thermal annealing is the most common post-processing technique and is predominately used 

to remove volatile elements and polymeric additives from the network. Figure 3c displays the 

conductivity data from Figure 3a plotted versus the samples’ processing temperatures (see also 

Table S4). It is clear that inkjet-printed networks benefit considerably from thermal treatments, 

albeit at temperatures well above the glass transition temperature of flexible substrates (for 

example, PET has a glass transition temperature of around 70 °C202). When annealing is the 

only post treatment, a temperature higher than 250 °C is required to maximize conductivity. 
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However, similar conductivities can be achieved at low temperature (<100 °C) in screen-

printed networks that are subsequently calendered. 

Thermal annealing not only volatilizes residual solvent (or surfactant), but, at elevated 

temperatures, can also decompose ink-stabilizing polymers. Although some polymers can dope 

nanosheets,105,203 their inclusion in a network is generally detrimental because they sterically 

separate the nanosheets. The removal of polymers has a number of beneficial effects: it causes 

a collapse in the network structure68, reducing porosity; it allows the nanosheets to come into 

more intimate contact; and the resultant carbonisation leaves a residue that may aid inter-sheet 

charge transfer under certain conditions.40   

Although the treatment of graphene can reach at least 450 °C without altering the 

material, TMDs are far more thermally sensitive. When MoS2 is annealed at more than 200 °C 

in the presence of oxygen, p-type doping can occur204, while beyond 300 °C significant 

oxidation can convert the material to MoO3.
204,205 These problems may limit even moderate 

annealing as a useful method for improving conduction in sulphur-based TMD networks. 

[H2] Post-processing: photonic annealing 

It is important to be able to print on flexible substrates, such as PET or paper, which are 

incompatible with high-temperature annealing. To address this issue, photonic annealing has 

been investigated, often for binder-based inks.128,186,205-207 This technique applies a series of 

light pulses to the nanosheet network causing a rapid increase in local temperature (up to 500 

°C128) that can decompose and volatilize organics, yet leave the substrate intact. 

Photonic annealing has shown good success in removing polymers and solvents from 

graphene networks, resulting in increases in either the conductivity186 or sheet 

conductance186,207. However, the rapid volatilisation has significant repercussions on the 

network morphology. Increases in  network thickness of up to a factor 2.5 after photonic 

annealing were reported186,206,208 (Figure 3d). This thickness increase is the consequence of an 

increase in porosity, which in turn dramatically affects the morphology.207,208 This is in contrast 

to thermal annealing, where polymeric decomposition leads to a decrease in network 

thickness.68,208 However, the rapid volatilization from photonic annealing may induce a more 

complete removal of a given binder compared to thermal annealing. 

The removal of residual dopants and the changes in morphology mean that both carrier 

density and network mobility are altered by the photonic treatment, so it is interesting to note 
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that despite the network becoming more porous, the conductivity can still increase by more 

than a factor of two (Figure 3d). That an increase in conductivity can be achieved despite a 

large increase in porosity is a counterintuitive observation; as the quantity of nanosheets is 

ostensibly the same before and after treatment, this conductivity increase can only occur 

through a large decrease in network resistance, which must be due to either a reduction in 

junction resistance or increases in carrier density. 

[H2] Post-processing: calendering 

Improvements in the conductivity are also achievable at room temperature by compressing, or 

calendering, a network. Network compression produces a number of effects that can increase 

the network conductivity. First, the reduction in porosity following compression increases the 

fraction of the film volume that carries current. Second, compression typically improves the 

degree of nanosheet alignment, which can also enhance in-plane conduction. A recent study 

demonstrated that enhancing in-plane nanosheet alignment increases the conductivity 

anisotropy often observed in nanosheet networks.20 On compression, the in-plane/out-of-plane 

conductivity ratio can increase from ~10 to >1000 (with a theoretical maximum of (LNS/tNS)2), 

showing that nanosheet orientation must play a distinct role in determining conductivity. Third, 

compression can increase nanosheet connectivity20 (a measure of how many nearest neighbours 

a nanosheet has) and might even reduce junction resistance if adjacent nanosheets become 

highly aligned. 

Calendering has been applied to screen-printed networks, where over ten-fold 

improvements in conductivity have been reported.20,77,79,85,206,209 Many of these networks are 

subsequently annealed at ~100 °C, meaning that ink residuals remain unless binder-free inks 

are used.74,79,85 It has been suggested that room-temperature calendering can displace some 

residual surfactants from the networks, forgoing the need to anneal entirely.74 The majority of 

reports apply calendering to screen-printed networks, but a spray-coated graphene network 

with an initial thickness of ~10 m survived calendering without being destroyed.74 

Calendering has also been used to counteract the porosity increase caused by photonic 

annealing: the morphology of the photonically annealed network in Figure 3d was improved 

with a calendering step that compressed the network by 89% resulting in a conductivity of 

~28,000 S m-1.186 However, a combination of photonic annealing and subsequent calendering 

still does not improve the network conductivity beyond the values obtained in some reports 

that used calendering alone (with values of 71,300 S m-1 in Ref.79 and 88,100 S m-1 in Ref.77).  
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For screen-printed networks, the compression ratio (CR = (t0–t)/t0, related to the 

fractional thickness change upon calendaring, where t0 is the initial thickness) is typically 

higher than 50%, with some networks showing a CR >80%. For example, a compression ratio 

of 81% that increased the conductivity from 830 S m-1 to 43,000 S m-1 was reported.196 The 

compression ratio can also be expressed as CR=(P0–P)/(1–P), meaning the highest ratios are 

achieved when the initial porosity (P0) is very high and the final porosity (P) is very low. 

As indicated above, the compression of a network affects the conductivity through three 

primary effects: porosity reduction, improved nanosheet alignment, and junction or 

connectivity modification. However, it is not currently known which effect is most important. 

To make a basic assessment of these properties, we assume that pore annihilation is the 

dominant effect, meaning the network resistance (RNet) remains constant while the conductivity 

is modified via changes in network thickness. For a network with electrode spacing l and width 

w, the conductivity is σNet=l / (RNetwt). The network thickness after compression is given by 

t=t0(1–CR), implying that the conductivity should scale as σNet ∝ 1/(1–CR) when pore 

annihilation is dominant. In Figure 3e, the network conductivities extracted from 

Refs.20,74,77,186,196,209 are plotted versus 1/ (1 )CR− , with linearity indicated by the dashed line. 

The data of Ref.209 (red markers), Ref.186 (yellow markers) and Ref.77 (green markers) are 

approximately linear, implying that a reduction in porosity is the dominant effect of calendering 

in these studies. The conductivity improves because the reduction in porosity means there is 

less free volume in the network that does not carry current. However, the data of Ref.196 (black 

markers) and Ref.74 (pink markers) are clearly superlinear, suggesting they cannot be explained 

by porosity reduction alone. Similarly, the data of Ref. 20 (blue markers) is super-linear at low 

porosity, owing to the effect of compression on network connectivity. These results suggest 

that nanosheet alignment and/or junction modification can play a significant role, although 

further isolating the effects of each factor will be challenging.  

[H1] Nanosheet dimensions 

Although it has not been qualitatively understood, some dependence of conductivity on 

nanosheet size has been reported for graphene oxide,213,214 graphene,63,74 and WS2.
22 A 

common axiom is that larger sheets form conductive paths with fewer junctions, resulting in 

higher network conductivity, as seen in carbon nanotube networks.215 However, this may be an 

over-simplification. The conductivity of inkjet-printed and screen-printed networks for which 

length is reported is shown in Figure 4a (see also Table S4). No obvious trend exists to 
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correlate conductivity with nanosheet length. However, one key element stands out: the highest 

conductivities can be achieved with either large or small nanosheets. This means that whereas 

nanosheet length may be a relevant variable, the quality of the junctions appears to be more 

important than their quantity, at least for graphene. 

As the bandgap of semiconducting nanosheets often depends on the number of 

layers,216 the nanosheet thickness should affect electronic conduction. Semiconducting 

networks fabricated from nanosheets with a range of thicknesses can contain a range of local 

bandgaps. Spatial bandgap uniformity has been shown to be important in CNT networks to 

minimise the inter-tube barriers that arise from conduction sub-band offsets and to avoid 

trapping.216,217 One technique to homogenise the energetic landscape of a nanosheet network 

is to remove the thin, variable-bandgap nanosheets by centrifugation, leaving only nanosheets 

thick enough to display bulk properties.21,33,169 However, this strategy yields a network 

containing thick, rigid nanosheets, which can limit the network mobility (Figure 2e). For 

conductive nanosheets, it has been shown63 that the mobility of a graphene network scales 

inversely with the nanosheet thickness (Figure 4b). The mobility declines from 10–50 cm2 V-

1 s-1 when the graphene is predominantly monolayer to ~1 cm2 V-1 s-1 when the nanosheets are 

~6 nm thick.  

 It is not usually appreciated that the mechanical properties of the nanosheets must also 

be considered. To form an inter-sheet junction where the inter-sheet distance is minimized, a 

given nanosheet must be able to easily conform to those underneath. Although this process is 

driven by van der Waals interactions, the ability to conform is governed by the bending rigidity, 

D, which is a measure of the energetic cost of bending a platelet to a given curvature.218 The 

ultrathin nature of 2D nanosheets means monolayers can be very flexible; single layers of 

graphene (D~1.5 eV)220 have been described as “more reminiscent of a liquid than a solid” 219, 

and TMD monolayers are only slightly stiffer (D~6–12 eV221). As a result, thin nanosheets are 

highly conformable, and even multi-layer nanosheets show excellent conformity (Figures 4c 

and d).210,211 This observation is supported by data on junctions of bi-layer and tri-layer NbSe2 

nanosheets, which form large-area, conformal junctions with RJ <500 .119 However, the 

bending rigidity increases rapidly with nanosheet thickness, tNS, at a rate between the 

monolithic (~t3
NS)220,222 and stacked (~tNS)211 limits. Thus, above some critical thickness, multi-

layer nanosheets display values of D too high to allow the formation of low-resistance, 

conformal junctions.  
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This thickness dependence is illustrated in Figure 4e, where bending rigidity data for 

various materials is plotted as a function of nanosheet thickness.212,223-226 Considering the D 

vs. tNS data for MoS2 of Ref.212 (red markers), the electrochemically exfoliated MoS2 

nanosheets described in Ref.59 (orange dashed line and figure 2g, <tNS>~3.8 nm) should have 

D~104 eV, which must be low enough to allow conformal junctions. However, the liquid-phase 

exfoliated MoS2 nanosheets described in Ref.21 (grey dashed line and figure 2e, <tNS>~10 nm) 

have D~105 eV, which must be too high for conformal junctions to form. Thus, the critical 

value of D above which conformal contacts can no longer occur is expected to be somewhere 

between 104 and 105 eV. To assess the validity of this observation, we reformulate the model 

presented in Ref.211 to show that a nanosheet of length LNS can conform to two other nanosheets 

arranged at a relative angle of   once D < γL2
NS/4 2, where  is the inter-nanosheet adhesion 

energy (see SI S5). Taking LNS = 300 nm,  = 70 mJ/m2 (typical values for liquid-phase 

exfoliated MoS2)
227 and an arbitrary bending angle of 30o, this simple model gives a limiting 

value of D~3.5104 eV, in excellent agreement with the discussion above.  Further analysis 

(see SI S5) shows that, for MoS2, conformal, low-resistance junctions form once LNS/tNS>40. 

[H1] Network conduction mechanisms 

A deeper understanding of the electronic conduction mechanisms present in nanosheet 

networks can be found via meta-analysis of published data. Electronic conduction in individual 

nanosheets is often analysed via electrode-limited models228,229 (such as Schottky emission), 

which describe the electrode/material interface. However, nanosheet networks tend to be 

fabricated using widely spaced electrodes, leading to large network resistances. For example, 

the network resistance was shown22,230 to be orders of magnitude larger than the electrode–

network contact resistance so long as the electrode spacing was greater than 10–20 m. 

Systems with widely spaced electrodes tend to be bulk-limited228, making it more appropriate 

to consider models based on the electrical properties of the network itself. 

[H2] Network conductivities, mobilities and carrier densities 

Because most reported devices are at least partially limited by inter-sheet junctions, they tend 

to display network mobilities that are significantly lower than the mobility of an individual 

nanosheet.21 This can be illustrated by plotting the network conductivity (Net) versus the 

network carrier density (nNet, calculated from nNet = σNet/eμNet), as shown in Figure 5a for the 

limited number of systems for which network conductivity and mobility are known from 

transistor studies (see Table S5 for references). These materials can be divided into two groups; 
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the semiconductors with nNet<1022 m-3 and the metals and semimetals with nNet>1023 m-3. The 

carrier densities of the conductors are broadly in line with experimental values for the bulk 

precursor such as graphite (~1025 m-3)231 or MAX phases (~1027 m-3).232 However, some of the 

semiconductors have carrier densities below the reported bulk values for TMDs (1021–1023 m-

3).233 Whereas part of this discrepancy is due to the presence of porosity, much of it may be 

due to inadvertent doping and dedoping caused by residuals from the liquid processing steps. 

As illustrated by the dashed lines, which represent constant values of network mobility, 

these networks tend to demonstrate Net in the relatively narrow range 0.01–10 cm2 V-1 s-1, with 

only graphene networks displaying higher mobilities up to ~100 cm2 V-1 s-1. These values are 

at least two orders of magnitude lower than the nanosheet mobilities of ~50, ~100, and >10,000 

cm2 V-1 s-1 for TMDs,21 MXenes,152 and graphene234 nanosheets, respectively. The exception 

to this reduced mobility is the MoS2 data point (Net~0.5 S m-1) from Ref. 59 (Figure 2g), which 

is consistent with very a high network mobility of ~10 cm2 V-1 s-1, close to the mobility 

measured for the constituent nanosheets.59 In this case, nanosheet flexibility leads to  large-

area junctions, resulting in a low junction resistance and thus shifting the rate-limiting factor 

to the resistance of the nanosheets themselves. By contrast, for the rigid nanosheets such as 

those shown in Figure 2e, junctions tend to have limited overlap area, leading to a large 

junction resistance and low network mobility (~0.1 cm2 V-1 s-1). Similarly, pressed pellets of 

2D polymers show high mobilities of 5 and 22 cm2/Vs235,236 which may be due to their high 

flexibility. 

[H2] Analogies with nanotube networks and nanoparticle arrays 

Networks of carbon nanotubes59 and arrays of colloidal nanocrystals237 are electrically 

analogous to nanosheet networks. It is well known that nanotube networks are electrically 

limited by the inter-tube junctions, which display resistances that are ~10–104 times larger than 

those of the nanotubes themselves.238 This leads to network mobilities that scale with nanotube 

length215 and show thermally activated behavior at intermediate-to-high temperature.169 This 

behavior is typically Arrhenius-like (Net ∝ μNet ∝ exp(–Ea/kT), where Ea is an activation 

energy) and is usually associated with inter-tube hopping. In addition, tunneling-like behavior 

is usually observed at low temperature.238 Interestingly, the network mobility appears to depend 

on the nanotube band structure217,238 with some suggestion that the mobility activation energy 

is related to the bandgap.238 Accordingly, although junctions clearly limit the electrical 
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properties of networks, a full understanding of the network mobility requires consideration of 

the intrinsic nanotube properties,217 although how this should be achieved is unclear.  

The study of networks of colloidal nanocrystals is also relatively mature compared to 

that of nanosheet networks.237 As with nanotube networks, the mobility of arrays of colloidal 

nanocrystals is generally limited by inter-crystal hopping,239 leading to thermally activated 

behavior that again is often Arhennius-like.237,240 However, a range of strategies have been 

developed to promote inter-particle charge transfer and reduce junction resistance239-241, 

although junction effects alone cannot fully describe conduction even in the weakly coupled 

hopping regime.239  

 Work on arrays of relatively large (~20 nm) semiconducting nanocrystals239 is relevant 

here, particularly to networks of relatively thick liquid-phase exfoliated nanosheets that may 

not show strong 2D characteristics. Through temperature-dependent field-effect transistor 

measurements, both carrier density and mobility were shown to display Arrhenius-like 

behavior, each with an associated activation energy such that the overall activation energy is: 

Ea =  Ea,n +  Ea,μ, where  Ea,n describes thermal generation of mobile carriers and Ea,μ describes 

inter-particle hopping. This behavior suggests that, in the simplest case, the network properties 

that are intrinsic to the material are described by the carrier density whereas the extrinsic, 

junction-related properties are contained within the mobility.  

This observation can be extended to WS2/graphene nanosheet composites where the 

network carrier density depends sensitively on the graphene loading, and approaches the 

intrinsic graphene carrier density at high graphene loading, indicating a link between the 

network and nanosheet carrier densities.242 In addition, compression studies on graphene 

networks show network conductivity to scale with porosity roughly as (1–PNet).
20 Combining 

these observations suggests that the network carrier density can be approximated as nNet = (1–

PNet)nNS, where nNet and nNS are the network and nanosheet carrier densities, respectively. This 

leads to the expression:  

Net = (1–PNet)nNSeμNet      (1). 

[H2] Temperature dependence and activation energies 

The study of the electrical properties of nanosheet networks is still relatively immature, such 

that the typical studies used to reveal charge transport mechanisms in disordered materials 

through a combination of temperature-dependent, magnetic field-dependent and electric-field 
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dependent measurements250 have not been widely performed. However, it is worth considering 

the mechanistic studies performed so far, which were generally limited to measuring the 

temperature dependence of the network conductivity.  

The temperature dependence of MXene networks is predominately described by 

variable-range hopping (VRH)250, with a number of materials showing the presence of an 

additional Arrhenius-like component at higher temperatures (Ea=0.015–0.1 eV).106 A number 

of different models have been used to describe the temperature dependence of graphene 

networks; the most common is VRH,106,251,252 with some reports showing Arrhenius-like 

behavior with relatively low activation energies of ~0.05–0.15 eV.127,253,254 Interestingly, the 

temperature dependence of networks of semiconducting nanosheets appears to be solely 

described by Arrhenius behavior with activation energies between 0.05 and 0.86 eV, although 

there is limited data available.21,22,214 Such behavior is consistent with that of most nanocrystal 

networks21,239 and networks of semiconducting nanotubes169 (the latter tend to display 

Arrhenius-like behavior near room temperature with tunneling-like behavior dominating at low 

temperature). 

The activation energies for semiconducting nanosheet networks are typically much 

larger than those for semi-metal and metallic nanosheet networks. To visualise this trend, the 

activation energy for networks of both conducting and semiconducting nanosheets is plotted 

versus nanosheet bandgap in Figure 5b (these networks all had channel lengths longer than 20 

m, most likely making them bulk-limited such that the Schottky barriers at the contacts have 

minimal impact on the temperature dependence). For comparison, equivalent data for networks 

of 1D169,243-247 and 0D 248,249 particles has been included. As bandgap increases, a reasonably 

well-defined increase in Ea from ~0.1 eV for the conducting materials to ~0.85 eV for BiOCl 

nanosheet networks is observed.255 This behavior is consistent with that observed in Ref.239, 

assuming Ea,μ  and/or Ea,n  increase with bandgap.  

Further insight can be gained by noting that almost all the data points in Figure 5b were 

extracted from temperature-dependent conductivity (or resistivity) data. The exception is an 

electrolytically gated WS2 network that was measured in the on-state with the ions frozen in 

place (marked by the arrow).22  The carrier density then becomes largely temperature-

independent, meaning that the activation energy describes the temperature dependence of 

network mobility (Ea,μ). As a result, this activation energy (50 meV) is lower than those 

extracted from conductivity measurements for other TMDs but similar to the mean activation 
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energy displayed by the zero-bandgap nanosheet networks (80 meV). This value is also 

consistent with the mobility and hopping activation energies reported for other nanoscale 

semiconductors (25–100 meV in nanocrystal networks 237 and 20–100 meV in semiconducting 

single-wall carbon nanotubes networks 169,237).  

Although the available activation energy data is sparse, this analysis is consistent with 

conductivity data. Because the conductivity is given by Net ∝ exp(–Ea/kT), the quasi-linear 

scaling of activation energy with bandgap shown in Figure 5b implies a near-exponential 

scaling of the network conductivity with bandgap. To test this prediction, we collected 

published conductivity values for as many different nanosheet networks as possible, and 

plotted Net versus the bandgap (Figure 5c and Table S5). Unsurprisingly, networks fabricated 

from metals or semimetals such as graphene and MXenes display much higher conductivities 

than any of the semiconducting materials. For the semiconductors there is a well-defined 

correlation between conductivity and bandgap, with conductivity increasing from ~10-8 S m-1 

for a wide-bandgap material (BiOCl)255 to 1 S m-1 for networks of thick phosphorene flakes.256 

This roughly exponential trend is consistent with the data in Figure 5b. The scatter can be 

attributed to variations in network mobility, which may be related to differences in film 

morphology. 

[H2] Approximate equations for network mobility and conductivity 

The analysis of electronic conduction in nanosheet networks would greatly benefit from the 

development of a model relating network conductivity to parameters such as nanosheet carrier 

density and dimensions, as well as junction resistance and porosity. Until such a general 

equation is developed, it is worth attempting to find approximate equations, valid under certain 

narrow circumstances, to elucidate some general properties.  

To do this, one can consider various regimes based on the relative magnitudes of RJ and 

RNS. Clearly the ratio RJ/RNS is an important parameter and determines whether conduction is 

limited by junctions (J-limited), the material itself (M-limited), or a combination of both (M+J-

limited). For large-area junctions such as those in Ref.59 (Figure 2g), the junction resistance is 

probably low, as evidenced by the similar nanosheet and network mobilities. Such a system is 

probably material-limited, with RJ<<RNS. Under these circumstances, the network 

conductivity can be estimated via equation 1 using μNet ≈ μNS: 

Net,M ≈ (1–PNet)nNS e μNS, μNet ≈ μNS (M-limited)        (2)   
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Alternatively, for highly conductive nanosheets, the junction resistance is expected to 

completely dominate (J-limited, RJ>>RNS). It was shown that the resistance of a network of 

nano-conductors is the sum of terms associated with the resistance of all the junctions114 (RNet-

J) and the resistance of all the conductors (RNet-NS): RNet ≈ RNet-NS + RNet-J. The same paper also 

showed that RNet-NS/RNet-J ≈ RN/RJ, where RNS and RJ are the resistances of an individual 

nanosheet and an individual junction. This is an important result, as it is easy to show (see SI  

S6) that it leads directly to an equation for the conductivity of a J-limited network and, via 

equation 1, its effective mobility: 

Net,J ≈ (1–PNet)/tNSRJ, μNet,J ≈ (nNS etNSRJ)
–1  (J-limited)   (3)  

Interestingly, this equation implies that the conductivity depends on nanosheet 

thickness and not length as might be expected. Although LPE-produced networks of graphene74 

and WS2 [Ref.22] display a conductivity that scales with length, this observation is not 

conclusive, as liquid-phase exfoliated nanosheets show LNS  ∝ tNS.50 Indeed, the data in Figure 

4b,63 measured on electrochemically exfoliated nanosheets for which length and thickness are 

not known to be coupled, suggests that thickness is the relevant variable. 

For most semiconducting nanosheets, RJ/RNS is neither extremely small nor extremely 

large and both material and junction effects determine network conductivity (M+J-limited), 

Net,M-J. Here, both nanosheet properties and the junction resistance must be considered 

(RJ~RNS). This is a more complicated situation, with no published solution. In the absence of 

an equation to describe Net,M-J, we attempt to tentatively outline some of its likely features.  

Such an equation would include RJ and, in line with equation 1, would probably 

incorporate (1–PNet) and nNS. It would also include a parmeter describing nanosheet size, which 

is likely to be the nanosheet thickness, tNS, following equation 3. In the absence of a model 

relating Net,M-J  to these parameters, a possible relationship can be identified via dimensional 

analysis using the parameters given above. This yields an equation for Net,M-J,  which can be 

combined with equation 1 to give an effective network mobility: 

Net,M-J ~ (1–PNet) nNSt2
NS/RJ, μNet,M-J~ t2NS/eRJ (M+J-limited) (4)  

It is worth noting that equation 4 is consistent with the result in Ref.239 that the activation energy 

has two components (Ea = Ea,n + Ea,μ) assuming nNS  ∝ exp(–Ea,n/kT) and RJ  ∝ exp(Ea,μ /kT). 

In equations 2–4, the conduction regime (M, M+J or J) is clearly determined by the dependence 

of conductivity or mobility on nanosheet thickness, allowing the models to be tested. The data 
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in Figure 4b 63 is clearly J-limited and can be well-fit by equation 3, yielding RJ=1 M (dashed 

line, using nNS=1.51025 m-3 as reported in the paper). This RJ value is higher than reported 

values of RJ~10 k for graphene networks,32,59 and the discrepancy is likely due to the low 

annealing temperature used. 

A sample-set containing a broad range of nanosheet thicknesses might cross over from 

one regime to another leading to behavior that is not consistent with any one of these equations. 

For example, data on Net versus LNS published in Ref. 74 shows an unexpected non-monotonic 

behavior (Figure 5d). This behavior can be interpreted as a transition from M+J-limited 

conductivity for small nanosheets to solely J-limited conductivity for large nanosheets. The 

two regimes can be analysed separately using modified versions of equations 2–4, converting 

nanosheet thickness to length via the aspect ratio k = LNS/tNS,  (k is roughly constant for liquid-

phase exfoliated nanosheets of a given type50). Plotting equations 2–4 yields lines that match 

the data quite well and output sensible values of k=200 and RJ=3 k (assuming nNS=1025 m-3, 

PNet=0.5). This junction resistance is reasonably close to reported values (RJ ~10 k 32,59). This 

agreement between model and data provides strong evidence to support our approach.  

The ideas behind equations 2–4 are simple and are intended to provide rough 

approximations for network behavior rather than capture the full physics of the conduction 

processes. There are clearly a number of limitations; for example, any complete conductivity 

equation should contain RNS+RJ,
113,114 and the uncertainty over the importance of nanosheet 

length or thickness requires a full theoretical analysis. Nevertheless, these equations capture 

the essence of these systems and can provide a basis for exploring these ideas in future work. 

For example, within this very simple model, all the junction properties including nanosheet 

separation, interfacial area and activation energy are effectively distilled into one parameter, 

the junction resistance. More work, both experimental and theoretical, will be required to shine 

further light on RJ. However, the discussions above would imply that RJ  ∝ μ–1
Net ∝ exp(Ea,μ 

/kT).  This expression is consistent with a very recent paper that used covalent cross-linking to 

reduce RJ, resulting in an increase in μNet coupled with a decrease in Ea.
257 

[H2] Junction resistance estimates 

Finally, the junction resistances can be estimated for each conduction regime. Equations 3 and 

4 can be applied to the data reported in Figure 5a and Table S5 (excluding the point from 

Ref.59, indicated by the arrow, which is clearly M-limited) to estimate values of RJ for networks 

of semiconducting and conducting nanosheets, respectively. The resultant data for RJ are 
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plotted in Figure 5e as a graph of Net versus RJ. The conducting nanosheets typically have 

junction resistances of ~k to ~M with similar geometric means of 20–25 k for graphene 

and MXenes (to compare with reported values of RJ ~10 k for graphene32,59). The 

semiconducting networks have higher values of 20–60 M, comparable to values of 400 M 

estimated for MoS2/polymer composites.113 The large value of RJ~20 M for semiconducting 

liquid-phase exfoliated nanosheets is a major limiting factor. By contrast, thin, large-area 

semiconducting electrochemically exfoliated nanosheets can have RJ as low as 500 .119 

These values for the junction resistance can be combined with approximate values of 

nanosheet in-plane conductivity (using RNS ≈ LNS /σNSLNStNS = (σNStNS)–1) to estimate RJ/RNS, as 

shown in Figure 5f. The liquid-phase exfoliated MoS2 nanosheets with small-area junctions 

are largely consistent with RJ~RNS. Most conductive nanosheet networks tend to display 

RJ>>RNS as expected, although some have values of RJ comparible to RNS.  

Returning to Figure 5d and considering the critical nanosheet thickness 

(tNS =LNS/k = 5nm) where the lines representing the M+J-limited and J-limited regimes 

intersect, the cross-over point between the regimes can be estimated to occur at RJ/RNS~10. For 

symmetry reasons, the transition from M+J-limited to M-limited conduction probably occurs 

when RJ/RNS~0.1. These boundaries have been plotted as horizontal lines in Figure 5f. These 

results are consistent with the idea that conductive nanosheet networks are J-limited, whereas 

semiconducting nanosheet networks are mostly M+J-limited.  

 

[H1] Conclusions and outlook  

We have discussed how solution processing can yield nanosheet inks that can be printed into 

patterned networks in a number of ways. These networks can be constructed from conducting, 

semiconducting or insulating nanosheets and can function as a variety of electronic components 

such as electrodes, active layers or dielectric components that can be combined to fabricate 

devices. 

We have shown that electronic conduction in nanosheet networks is governed by a 

complex interplay between exfoliation, nanosheet dimensions, stabilisation method, 

stabilisation residuals, deposition methods, and the various post-treatments. Each of these 

variables contributes to the network morphology, which in turn determines the junction 
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resistance and, ultimately, the network mobility. We have proposed simple models relating 

network conductivity to junction resistance. 

 Improving the network mobility will be central to optimising the electronic conduction 

through a nanosheet network, and the discussions in this Review suggest three primary 

strategies for its maximisation. First, the aspect ratio of the nanosheets should be as large as 

possible to create large-area, intimately contacted junctions. Second, nanosheet alignment and 

network porosity should be investigated and quantified so future networks can be optimised to 

facilitate low-resistance junctions. Third, once junction resistance is minimised, nanosheets 

with a high intrinsic mobility will be needed to minimise the material contribution to the 

resistance and create high-performance devices. 

It is clear that much needs to be done to convert nanosheet networks from an interesting 

research playground to a viable contender in the competitive area of printed electronics. 

However, we believe it is now clear that 2D materials have what it takes to make the grade for 

commercial realisation, provided advances can be made in solution processing and network 

formation. 

 

 

Figure 1| Exfoliation and inks. a| Schematics of liquid-phase exfoliation (LPE) and 

electrochemical exfoliation (EE). During LPE, the nanosheets are exfoliated and the basal 

planes are fragmented, whereas during EE, molecules are intercalated between the nanosheets, 

easing exfoliation. b| The average length, <LNS>, and layer number, <N>, of the exfoliated 

nanosheets are coupled for LPE and uncoupled for EE (left). To separate nanosheets of 

different sizes in a polydisperse suspension, liquid-cascade centrifugation can be used (right): 

successively increasing speeds draw a sediment with nanosheets of a given length and 

thickness to the end of the vial, leaving the supernatant containing smaller and thinner 

nanosheets, which can be isolated using a higher centrifugation speed. c| Once the nanosheets 

are size-selected for a given deposition method, an ink is prepared by tuning the rheology of 

the solvent (or solvent blend) using various ratios of polymers and/or surfactants. For non-

contact deposition methods, a low-viscosity, dilute ink is typically required (with nanosheet 

concentrations of 1–3 g L-1), whereas contact deposition methods require high-viscosity, 

concentrated inks, which are achieved using nanosheet concentrations higher than 30 g L-1 
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and/or high-viscosity solvents. Image of dilute ink reproduced from Ref. 21 (Kelly et al.); image 

of concentrated ink from Ref. 54 (Arapov et al.). 

 

Figure 2| Nanosheet-network properties. a| A schematic of a nanosheet network. The red line 

indicates the path of a charge carrier through the grey nanosheets, where it encounters series 

resistances caused by the nanosheets and the junctions. Inset: a conductive atomic force 

microscopy (AFM) measurement showing a large step as the AFM tip crosses an inter-sheet 

junction. b| The reported electromagnetic interference shielding effectiveness (EMI SE) for a 

range of nanomaterials and some common metals plotted against the shield thickness. The 

circles highlight values for a doctor-bladed MXene network showing a high in-plane alignment 

(red), and for a more porous system (blue) in which the porosity enhances the EMI SE. c| The 

dielectric constant of several insulating materials plotted against the lowest thickness at which 

the nanosheet network is continuous (that is, pinhole-free). WS2 is included for comparison. d| 

The on:off ratio vs mobility for several layered materials, with the approximate range for state-

of-the-art carbon nanotube networks and organic materials shown for reference. The square 

symbols are for liquid-phase exfoliated materials and the circular symbols for 

electrochemically exfoliated materials. The open symbols are for electrolytically gated devices 

and the filled symbols for electrostatically gated devices. e| An obliquely aligned nanosheet 

network of liquid-phase exfoliated WSe2 nanosheets. f| An edge–edge aligned network of 

electrochemically exfoliated MoS2 nanosheets. g| A basal-plane aligned network of 

electrochemically exfoliated MoS2 nanosheets. rGO: reduced graphene oxide; GNRs: graphene 

nanoribbons; CNTs: carbon nanotubes; BN: boron nitride; MTM: montmorillonite ; LBL: 

layer-by-layer; EP: electrophoretic; μ: mobility. Panel a is adapted from Ref. 32 (Nirmalraj et 

al.); panel e left from Ref. 21 (Kelly et al), panel f from Ref. 101 (Neilson et al.), panel g from 

Ref. 59 (Lin et al.); schematics in panels e, f and g courtesy of Katarzyna Stachura. 

 

Figure 3| Network morphology. a| The evolution of network conductivity over time for inkjet-

printed (IJP) and screen-printed (SP) networks of graphene. The diamond symbols indicate 

inks that are created without a polymeric binder. IJP data from Refs. 186-188,16,23,27,62,68-70,72,105,189-

192,63,193 and SP data from Refs. 54,66,71,74,77-79,85,128,194-196 (See Table S4). b| Scanning electron 

microscope images of inkjet-printed23 and screen-printed85 networks showing visible 

differences in porosity. The screen-printed network has been calendered. c| The conductivity 
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data from a shown against processing temperature. The open symbols represent screen-printed 

networks that have also been calendered. d| A screen-printed graphene network after thermal 

annealling at 100 °C, then photonic annealing, and finally calendering; the resulting 

conductivities are annotated on each image. e| Network conductivity plotted against (1-CR)-1, 

where CR is the compression ratio, and linearity would imply that the reduction in porosity is 

the primary factor that causes a conductivity increase upon compression. Data from Ref. 196 

(Huang et al), Ref. 209 (Zhai et al), Ref. 186 (Arapov et al), Ref. 77 (He et al), Ref. 20 (Barwich et 

al) and Ref. 74 (Large et al). Panel b (left) adapted from Ref. 23 (Finn et al.) and (right) from 

Ref. 85 (Huang et al), panel d from Ref. 186 (Arapoy et al.). 

Figure 4| Nanosheet dimensions. a| The conductivity of various inkjet-printed and screen-

printed graphene networks against the reported length of the nanosheets. No clear trend can be 

seen. b| The mobility of a graphene network against the thickness of the graphene nanosheets; 

the data points are from Ref.63 The fit is to Equation 4 with a junction resistance of 1 MΩ. c| A 

cross-section of a network of spin-coated Bi2Se3 nanosheets. The nanosheets show excellent 

conformity despite being few-layer thick. d| Cross-sections of graphene nanosheets of various 

thickness (N layers) lying flush across a basal terrace of hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) with 

steps of H layers. e| The bending rigidity for a range of materials versus their respective 

nanosheet thickness. The orange and grey dashed lines indicate the thickness of the MoS2 

nanosheets reported in Ref.59 and Ref.21, respectively, and their approximate bending rigidity, 

estimated using the MoS2 trend reported in Ref.212 (green markers). Panel c adapted from Ref. 

210 (Lin et al.), panel d from Ref. 211 (Han et al.). 

Figure 5| Summary of electrical properties of nanosheet networks extracted from the 

literature. a| Network conductivity plotted versus network carrier density for the subset of 

networks for which both quantities are known. The dashed lines represent the following 

network mobility values: 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, and 100 cm2 V-1 s-1. b| Activation energy versus 

bandgap for networks that display an Arrhenius-like dependence of conductivity on 

temperature. For comparison we include data for networks of carbon nanotubes169,243-245 (stars) 

as well as ZnO246 and WO3
247 nanowires (circles) and TiO2

248 and ZnS249 nanoparticles 

(triangles). The data point marked by the arrow indicates results from Ref.22. c| Network 

conductivity plotted versus nanosheet bandgap for a wide range of nanosheet networks.  d| 

Data from Ref.74 for graphene network conductivity as a function of mean nanosheet length. 

The lines are plots of equations 3 (dashed) and 4 (solid), combined with tNS = LNS/k (k is the 

nanosheet aspect ratio), using the parameters: nNS=1025 m-3, PNet=0.5, k=200 and RJ=3000 . 
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e| Network conductivity plotted versus values of junction resistance calculated using equations 

3 and 4 for semiconducting and conducting nanosheets, respectively, using the data in panel a. 

f| Ratio of junction to nanosheet resistance (RJ/RNS) plotted versus junction resistance. RJ was 

calculated as described above. RNS was estimated using RNS ≈ (σNStNS)–1 and approximating 

NS= 106 S/m for all conducting nanosheets. For semiconductors, RNS was estimated using the 

carrier densities quoted in Ref.233 and taking µNS=50 cm2/Vs. The lines represent the 

boundaries between the material (M)-limited, material+junction (M+J)-limited and junction 

(J)-limited regimes. 

Figure 6| Properties affecting junction resistance. VRH: variable-range hopping. Image 

courtesy of Katarzyna Stachura. 
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